FREEZING
FRENZY
Game Rules
For 2 to 4 players
Ages 5 and up
Object:
Be the first player to get all six of your color ice cubes.
Contents:
Erik figure, battery compartment cover/feet, plastic game base,
game playing surface, 24 ice cubes (6 each of four colors)
Set Up:
Turn Erik upside down and, following the diagram inside the
compartment, place 3 “AA” batteries inside.
We recommend that you:
--Use new alkaline batteries
--Do not mix old and new batteries
--Do not mix alkaline and standard batteries
--Do not use rechargeable batteries
--Remove the batteries when the game will be out of play for a period of time
--Do not dispose of batteries in fire; batteries may explode or leak
After inserting the batteries, attach the battery compartment cover/feet to the battery
compartment. To do this, align the two tabs that are on one side of the cover to the two slots on one
side of the compartment. The screw side of the cover should align with the screw hole. Use a Philips
screwdriver to tighten the screw.
Place the round sheet into the plastic game base. Be sure to match the sheet tabs to the openings in
the base. Place Erik in the center.
For 3 or 4 players:
Each player chooses a color ice cube and puts all 6 of their color ice cubes on the game. If 3 are
playing, you do not need to put the fourth color of ice cubes on the game.

For 2 players:
Each player chooses TWO color ice cubes (remember
your two colors) and puts all 12 (6 of each color) of
their ice cubes on the game.
Playing:
Turn Erik on by pressing the button on his back. As
he bounces around, he will flip out ice cubes.
Players try to do two things:
--Grab any of your color ice cubes and put them near
you (those are safe!)
--Grab any of your opponents’ color ice cubes and
PUT THEM BACK on the game.
Ending and Winning the Game:
When a player gets all six of his/her ice cubes (or all 12 if two are playing) they must press the
button on Erik to turn him off. The first player to do that wins.
We appreciate your comments on Happy Feet Two Freezing Frenzy Game. Please send your correspondence to:
Pressman Toy Corporation
Dept: Happy Feet Two
121 New England Ave.
Piscataway, NJ 08854-4126
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Our customer service department can be reached Monday through Friday (except during holidays) from 10:00 AM EST to 4:00 PM
EST at 1 800 800-0298.
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